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ON THE SINGULARITIES OF
CONTINUOUS LEGENDRE TRANSFORMS

GILBERT G. WALTER AND AHMED I. ZAYED

Abstract. The analytic properties of continuous Legendre transform F(\) of a

function /(f) holomorphic in an elliptical neighborhood of the real interval [-1,1]

are investigated. It is shown to be an entire function of exponential type whose Borel

transform g(z) has a singularity at z0 if and only if f(t) has one at z0 where

z0 = coshz0. The proof involves a modification of "Hadamard's argument" on

multiplication of singularities. The result may also be interpreted as a statement

about the second continuous Legendre transform which gives f(t) in terms of F(\).

1. Introduction. The problem of locating the singular points of eigenfunction

expansions is closely related to the problem of locating the singularities of solutions

of partial differential equations. This in turn is of great importance in both modern

physics and applied mathematics (see [5] for references). One of the main techniques

used to locate the singularities of a solution of a partial differential equation is to

map this solution, usually by means of an integral transform, into an analytic

function whose singularities are easier to locate.

One of the earliest results in this direction was obtained by Szegö in [9] where he

related the singularities of the harmonic function

/M)= Î anr"Pn(cos6)
n = 0

where limn_oo ^|a_| = 1 and P„(x) is the Legendre polynomial of degree « to the

singularities of the analytic function

(i.i) *(*)= Ê«/
Using what is now known as Hadamard's argument, Nehari [8] was able to extend

Szegö's result to the case where

(1-2) /(»)-    t°nP«(t)
n-0

where lim,, _ x ]/\aJ = f < 1 and t is complex.

Later, Nehari's result was in turn generalized in two main directions. In one

direction, the Legendre polynomials in (1.2) were replaced by the Gegenbauer

polynomials, Jacobi polynomials, and other orthogonal functions [3, 4 and 6]. In the
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other direction, the restriction on the coefficients an  in (1.2) was relaxed to

an = 0(np) for some p as « -* oo [10, 11].

The main aim of this paper is to generalize Nehari's result in a third direction.

Namely, we shall find the analogue of Nehari's result in the case where the Legendre

polynomials in (1.2) are replaced by the Legendre functions Px(t); X G [-1/2, oo)

and consequently the series (1.2) representing /(.) is replaced by an integral. More

precisely, we will locate the singularities of the function f(t) given by

/•OO

(1.3) /(0 = 4/     F(X)/»x_1/2(-.)\shnr\_/A

by relating them to the singularities of the function

(1.4) g(z)=   Ce -*Fi\)d\

where

(1.5) F(X)=\jlJ(t)Px^/2(t)dt

is assumed to satisfy certain growth conditions at oo.

The main idea of the proof is to construct two integral operators; one to map /

into g and the other to map g into / and then employ Hadamard's argument to

relate the singularities of / to those of g. Furthermore, if it satisfies (1.5), F(X) will

be an entire function of exponential type whose Borel transform is the function

g(z). Hence the same proof enables us to locate the indicator diagram of F(X) from

these same singularities.

2. Preliminaries. The Legendre functions Px(z) are defined for X g R by

(2.1) Px(z) =2FX(-X,X + 1,1; (1 - z)/2).

Since P_x(z) = jPx_,(z) it suffices to consider the case X > —1/2.

We list some properties of the Legendre functions that will be used in the sequel

and refer the reader to [1 and 2] for the proofs:

(2.2) -t[(xi-l)Pi-(x)]=X(X + l)Px(x),

(2.3) (2Â + l)zPx(z) = (X + l)Px+l(z)+(X)Px_l(z),

(2.4) Px(z) = o(\S\X)    asX^ oo where z = i(f + r1),

/- ,x z"1   „ /   \ „ /      \  ,       „      süittX — sinirv
(2-5> /_i/>x(^(-x)^ = 2g(x_t))(A + y + i).

For f(x) G L2( — 1,1) the first continuous Legendre transform of f(x) is defined

by (1.5), and if \/X F(X) g Ll(0, oo), the second continuous Legendre transform is

defined by (1.3). The two are inverses of each other [1].

Before we study the singularities of the function /(.) and the growth of F(X) we

need  a  few basic properties of the latter.  Butzer et al. [1] have shown that
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F(X) eL'nC0 for p > 2 and F(X) = 0(X~1/2) as X -* oo whenever /g

L2( —1,1). However, slightly stronger results are obtained as byproducts of the

following theorem:

Theorem 2.1. Letf g L2(-l,l) and

(2.6) F(X)=/(X)= yif(x)Px_l/2(x)dx

be its continuous Legendre transform. Then, for realf,

(i) 7XF(X) g L2(R + ),

(ii)||/||2>2/0°°XF2(X)-/X,

(iii) F(X) is entire in X of exponential type < w.

Proof. The discrete Legendre transformation of / is just the set of coefficients

2k + 1  ri
«* = -tj+f^fix^Wdx

for which we have by Parseval's equality

(2.7) I       '"*'*       -U/112-
A=0 (* + I/2)

By substituting the expansion f(x) = T.kc^0akPk(x) into (2.6) we have

i   °° i °°
(2.8) F(A)=rE aJ    Pk(x)Px_1/2(x) dx =   £ ^(X - 1/2)

ZA=0      '-> k=0

where the convergence is uniform on compact subsets of R+. Let us consider the

integral IR given by

rR rR       °° °°

(2.9) IR=        XF\X)dX=        Al^(A-i)I#-i)¿A
J0 J0       k-0 y.o

OO 00

=   ___   ¿Za^jh.j.R
fe-Oy-0

where

(2.10) /4,,,Ä- /*\>A(X-è)>,.(X-i)i.A.
•'o

But from equation (2.18) in [1] we obtain

.   ,,       ,,       (-1)   sin7r(X - 4)

■n(X2-(k+{)2)
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Therefore (2.10) is given by

(-l)k+J t
(2.12)    /       - L__2_ J

it        Jo

Xsin27r(X- |)

o    [x2-(,.+ i)2][x2-(;+i)2]
dX

(-1)*+'      f
7t2ik+j+ I) Jo

sin27r(X - i)

(X-Âc-i)(X-7-è)

sin2ff(X - Í)

(X + *+i)(X+y+è)

(-l)*+>       /■* cos27rX

dX

(-1)    '       /«   _

w2(k +j+ 1)J-r (X- B(x-y-i)
— sgnXt/X.

For /V = j, we have

tt2(2A: + \)ïk = 7T2(2/. + 1) Urn IM^R = /
00    cos2wXsgnX

¿X

= /_

- (X-*-±)

»    sin27rXsgn(X + fc + ^)   ,,        rt+i    sin2wX

X2
dX=  M

J___i
¿X

-2«+l fÜ__*X¿x
•»n X2

and thus,

(2.13) |/*l<
*2(*+_) Í

„ + i  sin2wX
Í.X

1 r°° sin2wX  ,

7T2(/. + \) Jo2(/. + })Jb        X2     """ (2/. + 1)'

For /. =7*= _/', we use Schwarz's inequality to deduce that

(2.14) ,,., - mitJ.. » (hrur « (sTTJ'^yjVr)'72.

Hence, by combining (2.9), (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14) we have

(2.15) /*« £ ÊKIKI(/J1/2(/,)1/2< I
*-oy-o

-0 (2* + 1)       2-ill/II2-    T  11/ ||2>

and the first two conclusions follow from (2.15) by taking the limit as R -» oo.

To prove (iii) it follows that F(X) is entire from (2.6), (2.1) and the fact that the

hypergeometric function is an entire function in its parameters. If we write X = ¡i +
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iv, then from (2.8) and (2.11) we obtain

(2.16)

\F(u + iu)\^l £|fl

- y -
"/t-olí*+ »'-(* + l)\\ß + '" + k+ \\

+ -   E a,e n\r\

*A-[,.}+l|ft2-(*+*) I

„M / M j¿tj      «=   ,k 2

< —  2- —r- + 2_   —^H
»        ¿To       |H2 A = 0      (/V+i)2

< C-"|X|.   Q.E.D.

3. Integral representations. In the last section we assumed only that f(x) G

L2(-l,l). In this section, we further assume that f(z) is holomorphic inside the

ellipse <Sp = (z: \z + (z2 - 1)1/2| < p; p > 1} with foci at ±1. Then, we will show

that F( X ) is not only entire of exponential type but also rapidly decreasing on the

real axis.

Let

(3.1) g(0=  C e-*FiX)dX

be the Borel transform of F(X) where the integral is taken over a ray emanating

from the origin. It is known [7] that the inversion formula for (3.1) is given by

(3.2) HV-±i£eM»dt

where y is any contour enclosing the conjugate diagram of F(X) which is the

smallest convex domain containing the singularities of g(t).

Now we construct two integral operators, one to map f(z) into g(t) and the other

to map g(t) into f(z). From (3.1) and (2.6) we have

(3-3) g(0= jT e"^f_f(z)Px_l/2(z)dzdX

= f  f(z)K(t,z)dz,
J-i

where

(3.4)
1  /■«»

K(t,z)= Ijf    e""Px_l/2(z) dX.

On the other hand, from (1.3) and (3.2) we have

r°°    1
(3-5) /(z) = 4/0    2^7$ e'xgit)dtPx_1/2i-z)\sin«\d\

-fg(t)L(t,x)dt,
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where

2   z-00
(3.6) L(/,z)=— /     e'xPx_1/2(-z)XsintrXdX.

ttt J0 >

Interchanging the integrals is valid in (3.3) provided at Re/ is sufficiently large

and in (3.5) provided that all the singularities of g(t) lie in Re/ < -8; 8 > 0. This is

indeed the case as is shown in Proposition 3.1.

Lemma 3.1. Let f(z) be holomorphic in the interior of the ellipse ^p where p > 1.

Then

(3.7) F(X)=0((p-e)-X),        XgR + .

Proof. Consider QX-i/2(z) the Legendre function of the second kind given by

(3.8) Qx_1/a(z)- \jlJ±^p-dt,        lmz#0.

Then

(3.9) F(X)=\j[jx_l/2(t)f(t)dt=\j^Px_l/2(t)^-j) tt^dzdt

= Mf(z)2^ ^T^dtdz-Mf{z)Qx-iMz)^

where y is the contour |f | = p - e, where z = (f + f _1)/2.

(3.10) Qx-1/2U) = 0(\^C)    asX-a.    [2],

it follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that

\F(\)\< j-6 |/(z)||ßA-1/_(2)||rf.| < C max  |/(z)|(p - e)~X + l/2,

which implies (3.7).    Q.E.D.

Proposition 3.1. g(t) is holomorphic in the half-plane Re/ > — logp, p > 1.

Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.1 and the uniform convergence of (3.1) in

Re / > - log p + 8.

Corollary 3.1. Let f(z) satisfy the hypothesis of Lemma 3.1. Then it has the

representation (3.5). Moreover, the contour y in (3.5) can be taken in such a way that

it lies entirely in the region Re / < - 8, for some 8 > 0.

4. Singularities of the kernels. Let K(t, z) and L(t,z) be the kernel functions

given by (3.4) and (3.6), respectively. From Lemma 3.1, Proposition 3.1 and

Corollary 3.1 it follows that /_(/, z) defines a holomorphic function in the region (z:

z g 9p} x {/: Re/ > logp} and L(t,z) defines a holomorphic function in the

region (z: z G ^.} X {/: Re/ < -logp}.

We wish to continue both kernels analytically and find their singular points.
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Lemma 4.1. The kernel J(t, z) = /0°° e~'xPx(z)dX satisfies the differential equation

(4.1) |(A,,z)M,,2)),ilMi,

where h(t, z) = (1 — 2ze"' + e~2')1/2 and <j>(t, z) is holomorphic for all t and z in the

cut-plane C — [1, oo).

Proof. Fix z and denote J(t,z) by/(/). Then

(4.2) /'(,) = /     -Xe-XlPx(z)dX

= -/    e-"(2X-l)zPx_x(z)dX
Jo

+ Ce-x'(X-l)Px_2(z)dX = I1 + I2
Jo

by (2.3). But by changing the variable in /, and I2, we obtain

/oo e-"*+1>'(2M + \)P¿z)dn
-i

= (2zJ'(t) - zJ(t))e-' - z f°   (2p. + l)«-<"+|)fPA\z) dp

and

(4.4) /2=/%-<"+2>'(M+l)/'„(z)i/fl

= e"2'(/(/) - /'(f)) + /°2 e-«"+2"(M + 1)P,U) du.

By combining (4.2)-(4.4) we obtain

/'(f) = (2zJ'(t) - zJ(t))e"+(j(t)-J'(t))e-2' + 4>(t,z),

where

</>(/, z)=   (°e-^»'(u+l)P¿z)du-z[0   (2u+l)e-^^(z)du.
J-2 J ~\

Hence, J'(t)(\ - 2ze~' + e~2') + /(/)(ze"' - e~2') = </>(/, z) or

/'(OÍl - 2ze"' + e"2')1/2 + /(f)-(ze"'~e"2,)  ,,.

(l-2z--' + e-2')7

= ^(r,z)

" (1 - 2zé>"'+ ."2')1/2

which is equivalent to (4.1).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.1. The only possible singularities of K(t, z) and of L(t, z) for nonreal z

are at z = \(e' + e~').
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Proof.

(4.5) K{t,z)=\C     e-^^%(z)da
¿•'-1/2

= \e-"2J(t,z) + \j*_   ^e-^W'P^z) da

= \e-'/2J(t,z) + <Pl(t,z)

and

(4.6)

L(t,z) = — C e'(tl+1/2)PJ-z)(n+ l/2)cosirudu
m Ji/2

= ^.'/2f      ^-±
Wz     y0   \ 2

+ — /"°    e'(fl+1/2)_3u(-z)(/t + l/2)cos7rj_i./i

""'•'-1/2

= -(e'/2/tti){dJ(-t - im, -z)/dt + dJ(-t + iit, -z)/dt

+ jJ(-t - in, -z) + y(-t + im, -z)} + 4>2(t,z)

where <j>l and </>2 are holomorphic in the same region where </> is holomorphic.

The only possible singularities of /(/, z) are clearly at z = \(e' + e~'). Hence, by

(4.5) it follows that these are also the only possible singularities of K(t, z). By (4.6)

one can easily see that the only possible singularities of L(t,z) are at —z

= \ie~,Vim + e'±lw) = - He' + e~').   Q.E.D.

5. The singularity theorem. Now we are able to prove our main theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Letf(z) be holomorphic in the ellipse @p. Then

(i) /(z) has a singular point at z = z0 if and only if the function g(t) defined by

(3.1) has one at t0 where

(5.1) z«, - M«'° + «"'8).

(ii) The continuous Legendre transform F(X) of f(z) is an entire function of

exponential type whose conjugate diagram contains a point a if and only iff(z) has a

singular point at ß where ß = j(.° + e~a).

Proof, (i) The proof is a mere application of Hadamard's argument. We will

sketch the proof and refer the reader to [8] for more details. We start with (3.3). The

integral defining g(t) can now be taken along a contour y joining the points ±1

and lying inside ^p. As f moves in the /-plane, the singularities of K(t, z) move in

the z-plane and the integral in (3.3) remains unchanged if we can deform y so that

no singularity of K can cross over it. This is always possible unless y becomes

pinched between a singularity of / and a singularity of K, i.e., where / and K have

Pli(-z)(u+1/2) da
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a common singular point, say z0. This gives rise to a possible singular point of g(t)

at /0 where /0 and z0 are related by (5.1). Going in the other direction, we use (3.5)

instead and apply the same argument as before to conclude that a common

singularity of g and L (say /0) gives rise to a possible singularity of / at z0 where z0

and /0 are related as before. Thus, by combining the two arguments, we conclude

that / has a singularity at z0 if and only if g has one at /0.

(ii) This follows from (i), (3.2) and Theorem 33 in [7].   Q.E.D.
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